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logistics functions.
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Global Spare Parts Logistics Market
Supporting the machinery and devices of modern globalization has required the development of 
sophisticated worldwide spare/service parts logistics (SPL) networks. A handful of third-party logistics 
providers (3PLs) have answered the market’s demand and service most of earth’s area and population. 
As a result, the spare parts logistics network, which relies on companies like UPS, FedEx, DHL, DB 
Schenker, Ryder, SEKO, and CEVA has grown to $52.7 billion a year, representing approximately 6.9% of 
total 3PL revenue.

The major vertical industries in the spare parts logistics network are Automotive, Industrial, and 
Technology. In short, the spare parts logistics market is driven by high-value manufactured products and 
their maintenance. To a smaller extent, the Elements and Healthcare sectors also play in the spare parts 
logistics space.

To arrive at estimates for the spare parts logistics market, we begin with some basic Armstrong & 
Associates’ research results. Each year, Armstrong & Associates estimates global third-party logistics 
market revenue. We then split total revenues by Fortune 1000 industry verticals. We also apply 
assumptions based on industry trends and growth rates. 
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Table 1. Global 3PL Revenues by Select Industries & Sub Segments (US$ Billions)
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Geographically, 3Pl spare parts logistics revenues follow the distribution of major markets and industrial 
production. asia Pacific accounts for $18.2 billion (34.5%)...

Table 2. 3PL Spare Parts Logistics Revenue by Region – 2016E (US$ Billions) 

In analyzing the distribution of transportation- and warehousing-related costs, we estimate that 
transportation accounts for 70% to 75% and warehousing accounts for 25% to 30%. the transportation 
component is higher in North america and asia than in europe.
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Major Players
UPS Post Sales
Overview
UPS’s SPl business, referred to as “Post Sales” is part of UPS Supply Chain & Freight. Post Sales 
operates five global central stocking locations (CSls) to run its network complemented by 1,000+ 
global field stocking locations (FSls), which serve as local inventory sites. the network is leveraged to 
ensure that the right type and quantity of parts are in optimal locations to best meet the needs of UPS 
customers’ end-clients in order to maximize service while reducing costs.

this network is continually adapted in size to meet client needs and serves over 125 countries. UPS 
has clients across many segments including High tech, Medical equipment and Devices, Industrial 
Manufacturing, and aerospace. UPS has a multi-functional global group 100% dedicated to managing 
this business within the larger Supply Chain organization. the group defines the Post Sales Strategy and 
Mission as outlined below.

Figure 1. UPS Post Sales Mission

 


